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This presentation is based on 
materials supplied by Prcifessor 
Frei OUo. The photographs 
courtesy of the Institute of 
Lightweight Structures, 
Stuttgart. 

Frei Otto's New Work 
Frei Otto, the well-known West Gennan 
architect and engineer was born in 1925. He 
graduated from the Technische Universitat in 
Berlin in 1952, where he then began practice. 
His reputation in the development and constmc
tion of suspended roof stmctures was established 
quite early in his career with articles in European 
professional magazines and a book on the subject. 

He works in a group called Atelier Frei Otto 
Warmbronn and is a professor of design and 
involved with the Institute for Lightweight Stmc
tures in Stuttgart. Frei Otto has collaborated on a 
number of distinguished buildings where tension 
roofs have been employed, including the German 
pavilion at the Montreal Expo '67 with Rolf 
Gutbrod; the Olympic sports stadium in Munich 
with Behnisch and Leonhardt and the Islamic 
Conference centre and hotel, just outside Mecca, 

Covered Town, Alberta 

again with Rolf GutbrodJor which they won a 
1980 Aga Khan Award for Architecture. Over 
the years, Otto has worked frequently with 
British designer, Biiro Happold, and in the 
Middle-East was architect of the Riyadh Office 
for the King and council of ministers and projects 
in Kuwait with Japanese architect Kenzo 
Tange. His interest in lightwe(ght movable 
stmctures has involved him in projects such as the 
little-known study in India with Mrs. Sarabhai, 
founder of the Ahmedabad Textile Museum and 
its follow up stmcture of a workshop. His many 
experiments have led to new projects all over the 
world. Here MIMAR presents a glimpse of 
some of his new work including two very 
different projects in Saudi Arabia, which illus
trate the range and scales of his group's tent 
stmctures. 

In 1981, Canadian architect Ami Fullertoll conceived of a project to cover a new town in the Athabasca River 
region of Alberta to combat the harsh fIIviromnellfal conditions. The project is being dflJeloped by him with Atelier 
Frei OUo and Biiro Happold. The scheme, at present, consists of creating a controlled enviromnent some 200 
metres x 200 metres. They are hoping to build a prototype in the region within the next year. 

.1' * ::.. - .- -
Ceremony Tent, England 

The tent was designed for British Petroleum in 1981 as a ceremollY spaceJor the openillg of an oil refinery. It 
stands 40 metres x 80 metres and was done by Atelier Frei Ouo ill cO/U·ullaioll with Biiro Happold. 
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Aviary, Munich 

This large aviary was completed in 1980. It corlSists of one large Opfl1 space covering 4,600 square metres, rising 
from a height of 10 metres to 50 metres to allow the birds to move freely within its confines. It is covered by a 60 x 
60 milimetres grid open mesh which is hung ji'DIII ten pylons. The col/cept was developed by Atelier Frei Otto 
(with Heinz Doster and Nidas Goldsmith), and Biiro Happold with Mike Dickson. The architects for this 
project were jOrg Gribl of MUl'lich. 
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Underground Houses 

Frei OUo is known almost solely for his work in tent 
structures . However, in recent years he has been 
interested in developing energy efficient habitats. The 
sketch reproduced here was done in 1980. It shows his 
concern with underground housing tunnelled into a 
hillside. 
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In Imlia, the lightweight stmcture takes on an unusual 
ami adaptive technology in terms of a tent stmcture 
covered in ferrocement. Designed by Gautam Sarabhai 
with stmctural engineenng by the Madras Research 
Centre, this workshop area, inspired by Frei Otto, 
covers 800 square metres ami is the first stmcture of its 
kiml in Imlia. 

Floor plan of Workshop. 

Right ami for right: A test stmcture for a bamboo 
grid shell was erected umler the direction of Eda 
Schaur as pan of a programme. between the Institute 
of Lightweight Stmctures, University of Stuttgan 
ami the School of Architecture, Ahmedabad, Janu
ary 1981. 

Workshop, Ahmedabad 
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Garden Tent, Riyadh 
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Pre/imirwry designfor a tent (1981) for a paradise-like 
Arab garden for the diplomatic quatter. Designed by 
Om rania, Atelier Frei OUo Warmbronn with Biiro 
Happold. 



FreiOtto Sportshall, Jeddah 
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The sportshall and auditorium for 5,000 
people was commissioned by the Universi
ty of Jeddah. It covers a ground area of 
7,500 square metres with 9,000 square 
metres of usable floors pace. 

Data 
Date of completion: April 1981 
Architects: Atelier Frei Otto Warmbronn with BUrD 
Gutbrod (Berlin), Buro Happold (Bath) and Ove 
Arup & Partners (London). 

Above: General view of the structure from its main 
entrance. 
Right: The interior of the sporthall is air-conditioned 
with ducts under the floor which emerge into the space 
at its perimeter. 
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Since 1975, the Haj Research Institute has 
been working on finding a solution for 
housing the many hajis (pilgrims) that flock 
to Mecca every year. The hajis traditionally 
live in tents for three days in the narrow 
valley of Muna near Mecca. In many places 
the hillsides were terraced to allow for 
additional tents. Recently, due to the great 
increase of hajis, terracing has been carried 
out on a large scale - levelling the hills in 
an irreversible process which scars the land
scape and fundamentally alters the forms of 
this holy area. 

In response to these needs arose the 
concept of the Mountain Tent, for use on 
uneven slopes of up to 35°. Conceived as a 
non-permanent structure, they can be 

Project History 

In October 1980, Frei Otto conceived the idea of the tent 
as a solution to the Haj Research Centre brief By 
December, he had been given the go-ahead by the 
Centre's diredor, Sami Angawi. In April 1981, H. 
Kauffinan, the framework manufacturers produced a 
1:40 scale model which was subjected to a number 0[ 
studies and tests. Three months later they built a 
foil-scale prototype in their factory at Berkheim. The 
tentmakers, Fa L. Stromeyer began production 0[ the 
wall and roofs and by October 1981, jive tents were 
erected, in three days, on the hill slopes 0[ Muna. 

The perfomumce 0[ the prototype mountain tents 
shows that they provide an appropriate solution for 
temporary accommodation crisis at the Haj. For large
scale usage, other aspects for the camps must be 

MOlliltain Tents, Mllila 

erected at the time of the Haj and stored 
away for the rest of the year, leaving almost 
no trace in the natural landscape. 

The square tent design conforms to the 
traditional haj tent but due to its structure 
and lightweight qualities, is both more 
durable and flexible. The tent is based on a 
self-supporting framework of aluminium 
tubes, which holds wooden floor panels in 
the horizontal frame. This creates one full 
level and one half level, the latter being 
suitable for a kitchen or storage space. The 
roof is spanned over the framework which 
is anchored to the ground. The walls are of 
canvas with a fire-retardant impregnation, 
and are either closed, have a doorway or a 
window. All components are standard for 

developed in terms 0[ layout and i,yrastructural services. 
The landscape and character 0[ the area may be able to 
be preserved, if the decisions to go ahead with this project 
is made in the immediate .fUture. Here is a case where an 
architectural solution can have a major impact on both 
the environment 0[ Muna and the living patterns during 
the Haj. 

Data 
Date 0[ completion: October 1981 
Type: LightweIght frame tents 
Size: 4m x 4m module, 1.7m high 
Architects: Atelier Wannbronn - Frei Otto, Nick 
Stone, Hannes Fn·tz and Heinz Doster 
Client: Haj Research Centre, Director-Sami Angawi 
Construction: Canvas roo[ and walls - Fa Stromeyer; 
frame - Fa Kauffmatm, both of West Germany. 
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erection on any site. Access to the tent is by 
ladder. Although, theoretically, the tent's 
structure allows for unlimited extension in 
every direction, the components are sized 
for two-storey arrangements. 

There are a number of technical prob
lems which still need to be resolved: the 
vertical heights need to be raised slightly to 
allow for easy movement of people within 
the tent - this is specially true for the lower 
level; sometimes the hooks on the supports 
are bent during transportation causing diffi
culty in erection; the roof and walls jointing 
details are still clumsy and perhaps most 
importantly, the thermal qualities of the 
covering membrane should be improved to 
combat the high temperatures. 

Above: Tent city, Muna, viewed from the rocky 
hillsides - the mountain tent prototypes are shown on 
the ltifi on a simulated 30' slope. Each of the nine 
extendable legs are adjustable to take up the unevennes
ses in the ground surface. The framework is made up of 
tubes of three standard lengths (1.94 m horizontals, 
1.6Om verticals, 2.5Om diagonals), which are con
nected by a standard crucifonn node point. 
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Left: General view of the I~ 
mountain tents erected for the II 
1981 Haj showing the two 
levels and the window walls 
Leji below: Each tent 4 metres 
x 4 metres can house up to ten 
people and takes about four 
hours to erect. 
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